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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
It is difficult to recall anything that happened prior to March 1, 2020. The COVID-19
pandemic has impacted Ark tremendously. But despite the challenges, we have
continued to provide outstanding services for the people who count on us every
single day. We are extremely fortunate to have such an amazing, committed, and
supportive team. None of this would be possible without each and every person
helping to move us through these unprecedented times.
Over the past year we have made a significate investment in our Direct Support Professionals. We raised the
starting wage from $10 to $12 per hour and we implemented our Direct Support Professional Certification. This
60 hour internal certification provides increased knowledge and skill of our Direct Support Professionals and
provides advancement opportunities and pay increases. We have 18 certified Direct Support Professionals
currently providing services at Ark.
We are looking forward to a time after COVID when we can get back to our typical routines but until then we
will keep people safe, respect our community, and continue to provide the highest quality service possible.
Bob

VISION, MISSION AND VALUES
The vision of Ark Regional Services is that all people have the opportunity to experience the world in which
we all live.
In order to support this vision, Ark Regional Services will facilitate opportunities for people
•

to LIVE enriched, full, and individualized lives;

•

to LEARN what is necessary and meaningful to realize personal success;

•

to WORK toward individual accomplishment, employment satisfaction, and community contribution;

•

and to PLAY...

We value:
•

All People

•

A Strong Organization

•

Integrity

•

Respect

•

Commitment to the Community
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COOPER
CENTER

F O R C R E AT I V E A RT S

The Cooper Center for Creative Arts began the school year with a September 2019 production entitled Commedia:
an Evening of Classic Italian Sketch Comedy. This production was based on an early form of theatre referred to as
Commedia dell’arte which originated in Italy and was popular during the 16th-18th centuries. This form of theatre is
characterized by use of masks that typically represent fixed and easily recognized character types. For our production,
scene design students collaborated with Cooper Center visual arts students to create the fantastical masks used on
stage. In addition to being seen in the performance, the Commedia masks were also displayed in the Cooper Center
gallery. In November of 2019, Cooper Center audiences were treated to The Little Prince: A Fantasy for Children, An
Allegory for Adults based on the Antoine de Saint-Exupery novella of the same name. In this production, Cooper
Center actors explored the various planets visited by the young prince of the story, diving into themes of loneliness,
friendship, love and loss.
As 2020 came around, we looked forward to hosting a production entitled Caligari based on the German silent
horror film of 1920, The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. Unfortunately, rehearsal for this production came to a sudden stop in
March 2020 when the Cooper Center halted its activities due to the COVID 19 pandemic.
The Cooper Center gallery was also impacted by the disruption caused by the pandemic. Scheduled in April 2020,
The Elements of Art exhibition was initially postponed and then cancelled for the artists and the community. Luckily,
other events, and the work of our artists and other regional artists did have an opportunity to grace the gallery walls
this past year. In the summer of 2019, the Cooper Center gallery continued to display the prolific work of the artists
who contributed to the Creative Growth mural on the back of the Cooper Center. In the autumn of 2019, the gallery
hosted Enigma 2.0, an art exhibition pushing the boundaries of contemporary art.
The impact of the COVID 19 pandemic on our artists can’t be overstated. On March 19, 2020, the Cooper Center
halted its classes and events for the safety of our students, staff and community. In mid-June, with safety practices in
place, creative arts classes resumed with the understanding that public events would not take place until the pandemic
was under better control. This has taken its toll on both the visual and performing artists whose drive and passion it is
to share their art with others. As we look towards the future, the Cooper Center will explore ways to share art in our
community in a way that is safe for all.
Typically, the Cooper Center offers 30-35 creative arts classes to nearly 90 students each semester. Beyond the visual
arts and theatre classes, the Cooper Center also explores other disciplines with classes in dance and movement,
music, and history. The Cooper Center will continue to be a place of creative growth and exploration, and an integral
part of Ark’s education program.
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Ark
Equestrian
Center
This year, Ami and Ed finished compiling the PATH (Professional Association of Therapeutic Horsemanship)
Standards for the Ark Equestrian Center! PATH provides industry standards in the areas of center administration,
facility safety, equine welfare, and activities. The paperwork is so intensive, it took a pandemic to find the hours
required to complete this project. The standards will bring our center into full compliance with PATH International, of
which we are currently a Member Center, allowing us the opportunity to become a Premier Accredited Center. Just
as Ark Regional Services is accredited by Carf, professionals in the field of equine-assisted activities have a distinction
of their own through the Premier Accredited Center (PAC) Program. The PAC Program gives centers the chance to
demonstrate their excellence in providing quality equine-assisted activities.
Albany County School District Equine Assisted Learning Partnership Program (ACSD #1)
Six schools served with nine classes and 71 students ranging in age from 5 to 21, accompanied by teachers,
paraprofessionals, counselors, and University of Wyoming practicum students.
Equine Assisted Learning (EAL)
EAL is an experiential learning approach that promotes the development of life skills through equine assisted
activities - the foundation of each EAL lesson includes character traits and social skills
Curriculum included:
• Cowboy Poetry - a character traits-based curriculum incorporating cowboy culture and history
• Horse Safety
• Equine Behavior, Anatomy, Management, and Care
• Groundwork Games - students partner with horses either individually or in teams to accomplish various goals
and to recognize and experience consequences, cause and effect, personal achievement, teamwork, healthy
competition, and problem solving
We are excited to start our 5th year working with students from the ACSD #1 for the 2020 - 2021 school year
Adult Equine Assisted Learning Classes
Seven classes were offered each week to interested individuals receiving support from Ark
Regional Services - 46 students participated
Therapeutic Horseback Riding
Therapeutic Riding is an equine assisted activity for the purpose of contributing positively to the cognitive, physical,
emotional and social well-being of individuals with intellectual disabilities.
- this activity provides benefits in the areas of health, education, sports and recreation, and leisure
- 17 individuals served
Horticulture Program
ADM Feeds Dealership
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We have been needing a Big Horse to carry our larger riders. Last August we received a wonderful donation in the form of a Very Big Horse! John
is a well-trained, gentle, and highly intelligent ten year old Belgian Draft Horse. We are so pleased to have added him to our program. We have
also been hoping for several years to add either miniature horses or donkeys to our program. On February 29th our dreams came true in the
form of two donated miniature donkeys! Pancho and Lefty were put right to work with all of our classes. They absolutely thrived in the love and
attention of the students. A donkey requires a somewhat different approach than a horse so they have their own lessons to teach! These three
new fellows have become the closest of friends and make an adorable threesome. We are so grateful to our generous donors for allowing us to
add these guys to our Ark Arena Family.
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ARK’S EDUCATION PROGRAM
What a year 2019-2020 has been for Ark's Education Program! Our focus has always been on providing our students with
opportunities for continued personal growth and development through a wide range of educational experiences. As in years past, we
accomplished this by offering our students the choice of 67-75 in-person classes per semester ranging from subjects in the creative
arts to language arts and literacy. It was our assumption that things would carry on like they always have until we were suddenly faced
with the immense challenge of the COVID 19 pandemic.
On March 19, 2020 Ark’s Education Program halted in-person classes, and our focus, like the rest of the world, became the health
and safety of our students, staff, and community. Despite our buildings being closed and our students staying home, our commitment
to learning was just as great, if not greater. What initially appeared as something devastating, offered us a rare opportunity to explore
avenues of learning and connecting with students in ways we never have. Instructors began to offer remote learning options that could
be participated in by individuals at home via Zoom and other technologies. Additionally, other subjects were taught via Youtube
videos created by instructors that allowed staff working in people’s homes the flexibility of engaging people in learning at times most
convenient for the person. Some of our instructors took their talents directly into people’s homes as they worked in Ark’s Residential
Program. Not only were people supported in the activities of their daily life, but were in some cases given one-to-one instruction in
subjects they are passionate about by the instructors working in their homes. To facilitate ongoing learning for all of our nearly 90
students, lesson plans were also created and sent home to support all of Ark’s Direct Support Professionals in engaging people in
thinking, learning, and pursuing their passions.
In mid-June, we cautiously re-opened classes to our students. To ensure social distancing, class sizes have been reduced and
environments have been set up to distance students in the classrooms. Recommended hand washing and disinfecting of classrooms
occurs before each class period, and our students have done an amazing job following these procedures. Instructors, and many of
our students, wear face masks when social distancing is not possible.
While things have returned somewhat to normal, we continue to look ahead at maneuvering this ongoing pandemic while still offering
our students opportunities to learn, grow, and experience their world. We are excited by many of the alternative ways of reaching
people and will continue offering some remote learning classes for individuals
not ready to return to in-person classes or who may for any reason prefer this
style of learning. With that said, it is nice to connect again in-person and we
hope for a safer and healthier year ahead.
Some of the classes offered over the past year include:
CREATIVE ARTS CLASSES:
Visual Arts: 2D Design, 3D Design, Mixed Media, Color Theory, Introduction
to Perspectives, Artist’s Voice, Drawing I, Drawing II, Sculpture, Painting,
Watercolor, Printmaking I, Printmaking II, Encaustic Painting, Art in the Wild,
3D Digital Design, Mask Making, Storytelling Through Art, Art Deco Study,
Decorative Art, Sculpting Animals, Study of Monet, Expressionism, Digital
Painting, Photography, Fiber Arts, and a variety of Art History classes.
Theatre: Introduction to Theatre, Acting II, Musical Theatre History, Theatre
Appreciation, Scene Design, Stagecraft: Prop Making, Theatre Design,
Script Analysis, Play Writing, History of Sound Design for Theatre and Film,
Film Studies, All About Shakespeare and Rehearsal culminating in a public
performance.
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Dance and Movement: Ballet I, Ballet II, Tap, Modern, Jazz, Ballroom, Hip
Hop, Zumba, Pilates, Yoga, Seated Fitness, Action Hero Fitness, Country Line
Dancing, Wedding Reception Hits! Line Dancing, 90’s Fitness, Hoop Dance,
Fitness in the Park, Modified Dance Fitness, and Modified Cheerleading.

Music: Piano, Xylophone, Percussion, Brass Instruments, Instrument
Exploration, Sound Painting, Chorus, Electronic Music, Lyric Writing,
World Music, Rock Music History, Music in Film, African Music, History of
Sound Design for Theatre and Film, and Braziian Culture Through Music.
LANGUAGE ARTS & LITERACY CLASSES:
Literacy: Emergent Literacy using ALL (Accessible Literacy Learning),
Literacy I, Literacy II, Literacy III, Functional Literacy, and Reading
Comprehension.
Writing: Poetry in the Park, Writing for D&D, Playwriting, Letter Writing,
Lyric Writing, Collaborations in Writing, Storytelling Through Art and
Poetry.
Book Clubs and Literature: Roald Dahl Book Club, Never Let me
Go Sci-Fi, The Harry Potter Series, Comic Book Lit. Storytellers Past
& Present, Library Literacy, Native American Stories & Environmental
Activities, All About Shakespeare.
Special Interest Classes, including topics in science, history, culture
and other: Brainology, Rockets, 3rd Rock from the Sun, Genius Hour,
oology: the Study of Reptiles, Invertebrate Biology, Unsolved Mysteries,
American Horror History, Cryptozoology, Planes, Trains & Automobiles,
Game Show History, Current Events, Codes in Communication, Folklore
Around the World, Oceanography: Facts & Fiction, Exploring the States,
Women’s Studies, History of WWII, Daily, Ethics, Intro to Philosophy,
Mayan Culture & Archeology, Sports History, Library Literacy, WY
Ecology, Science and Experimentation, International Relations, History
of Laramie, Trails of the West, History of Tudor England, A-Z Zoology,
Ornithology and Cartography.
Numeracy: I HATE MATH!, I HATE MATH MORE!, Math for D&D.
Other: Russian Language and Culture, Conversational Spanish and Sign
Language.
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ARK HEALTH IN ACTION
In January 2011, Ark introduced a health and wellness program for employees and clients
called Ark Health in Action (AHA). The purpose of AHA is to promote healthy and
active lifestyles for everyone in the organization by focusing on fun. The vision of AHA
is that all people at Ark Regional Services will lead healthy and active lifestyles. AHA will
support this vision by:
•

Distributing information and teaching skills;

•

Coordinating events and activities;

•

Creating an environment of support and teamwork;

•

Celebrating people’s accomplishments and successes!

During Fiscal Year 2020 this program provided a variety of activities that were open to
everyone at the organization. Some of the highlights include:
•

Door/House decorating contest in December.

•

Monthly and quarterly prizes for people using AHA’s activity punch cards.

•

Fall and spring themed photo contests.

•

Water Challenge which encouraged people to stay hydrated by drinking ½ their
body weight in ounces each day. Prizes were awarded weekly as well as an overall
winner at the end of the challenge.

•

Walk-A-Thon which encouraged people to get out and get active. People tracked
the amount of steps they walked every day. Prizes were awarded weekly as well as
an overall winner at the end of the challenge.

•

Fruit and Veggie Challenge which encouraged people to eat 2 fruits and 3 veggies
daily. People tracked the amount of fruit and veggies they ate. Prizes were awarded
weekly as well as an overall winner at the end of the challenge.

•

Healthy Thanksgiving Potluck provided the opportunity for people to bring a
healthier version of their favorite Thanksgiving foods to share with others.

CARF SITE SURVEY
On April 23, 24, and 25 2018 three surveyors from CARF conducted a survey to ensure that Ark is in conformance with
CARF standards. Ark received a 3 year accreditation. Ark’s next survey will be April 2021.
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ANNUAL SATISFACTION SURVEY
Ark distributed its annual satisfaction survey to family members and guardians. The feedback and input we received
from our stakeholders is very important to us. Results from the 2020 survey include:
•

100% favorable response to the question, “I am satisfied with where my family member lives.”

•

97% favorable response to the question, “Overall, as a guardian or family member, I am satisfied with the supports and
services provided by Ark Regional Services.”

•

97% favorable response to the question, “Overall, I feel that the services and supports Ark Regional Services provides
are making a positive difference in the life of my family member.”

•

97% favorable response to the question, “I am satisfied with the health and wellness of my family member.”

•

92% favorable response to the question, “I am satisfied with how my family member spends his/her day.”

•

89% favorable response to the question, “I am satisfied with whom my family member lives.”

•

61% favorable response to the question, “I am satisfied with the employment opportunities my family member has.”

Some of the comments received:
•

“Ark staff is truly invested in (client’s) welfare and happiness and makes efforts to keep her involved in the community. I
appreciate everything the staff does for and with her.”

•

“Staff has been wonderful to care for (client) during his recent medical issues.”

•

“There is absolutely nothing we are unhappy with, Ark services are wonderful.”

•

“I love the Ark and all that know me know that.”

Ark distributes an employee survey which was made available through the online survey website Survey Monkey.
Results from the 2020 survey include:
•

95% favorable response to the question, “Are you satisfied with your supervisor demonstrating the values of the
organization.”

•

95% favorable response to the question, “I have the opportunity to provide input, and have done so directly to my
supervisor.”

•

94% favorable response to the question, “Are you satisfied with your supervisor in holding you accountable to the job
expectations.”

•

93% favorable response to the question, “I am satisfied with the communication between me and Ark’s leadership
team.”

•

92% favorable response to the question, “Are you satisfied with your supervisor in explaining the expectations of your
job.”

•

90% favorable response to the question, “I am satisfied with the communication between me and my supervisor”

•

89% favorable response to the question, “How well you receive the information you need to do your job related to
general information about the people we support.”

•

77% favorable response to the question, “I have provided input in the past and feel it was welcomed and valued.”

Some comments received on the question, “Other than staff wages, what are some things that Ark can do to improve
job satisfaction?”
•

“Involvement, communication, clarification, recognition, giving raises based on skill and work instead of timeline.”
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ANNUAL SATISFACTION SURVEY, CONT
•

“Better ways of covering shifts if a need arises suddenly for staff to be gone or leave.”

•

“To be given the opportunity to move up in the organization.”

•

“More opportunity to improve and/or show other skills I possess that are useful to the organization.:

Some comments received on the question, “In what ways could Ark improve staff recruitment and retention?”
•

“Market to LCCC and UW Special Education majors, physical therapist, and other special ed/needs majors in various
fields. Show the potential career experience with this job.”

•

“Finding more ways to be more involved in the community, or even get involved in the job fairs at the University to help
get the word out.”

•

“Invest more time, effort, and money into the DSP program.”

•

“More awareness that Ark is hiring.”

•

“Higher wages.”

•

“Ensure that all departments/suites are meeting Ark expectations, values, morals, and maintain inspection worthy sites.”

Ark conducted the client survey in 2018, the next client survey is scheduled for 2021.

STATE SITE SURVEY
On October 10, 2019 surveyors from the Behavioral Health Division conducted a remote survey to ensure that Ark is in
conformance with state and federal Medicaid standard.
Our survey report included a summary of strengths, areas for improvement, and areas of exemplary practices. The report
included:
•

Ark met the standards of the survey at 99%

•

Ark received recommendations in 1 area surveyed: a quality improvement plan to address documentation of employees
reviewing policies and procedures on an annual basis was written and submitted to the state. Ark was in-compliance
with the standards within 30 days of the end of the survey.

COMMUNITY EMPLOYMENT
Ark Regional Services continued to offer employment services to support competitive, integrated employment within the
Laramie community through Fiscal Year 2020.
Competitive employment services are an essential part of personal fulfillment, inclusion, and purpose. Gaining competitive
employment not only provides a real job and real job benefits, but also, the dignity that comes with gainful employment.
In Fiscal Year 2020, 100% of the people receiving employment services through Ark Regional Services maintained ongoing
and consistent employment. This is a huge success and shows a commitment to growth and inclusion throughout the Laramie
community.
99

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Annually, we analyze information in specific areas to further improve the quality of our supports and services. We collect
data on, then review and assess our progress toward meeting our targeted objective for efficiency, effectiveness, access, and
satisfaction. Performance Indicators and results for Fiscal Year 2020 were:
INDICATOR: People will be free from restraints and receive medications as prescribed.
PROGRESS: Restraint usage decreased 33% as compared to the previous fiscal year. Medication errors increased by
2.2% as compared to the previous fiscal year.
INDICATOR: People will have stability and consistency in their staff support.
PROGRESS: Staff turnover increased by 15% as compared to the previous fiscal year. Ark is working on a staff retention
plan.
INDICATOR: More people will have the opportunity to receive support from Ark Regional Services.
PROGRESS: 100% of applications were reviewed and responded to within 2 weeks of receipt.
INDICATOR: People receiving services and their family are satisfied with services provided by Ark.
PROGRESS: 97% of people responding to the survey positively responded to the question: “Overall, I feel that services
and supports that Ark Regional Services provides are making a positive difference in the life of my family
member.”
INDICATOR: People we support will maintain continuous employment with the same employer.
PROGRESS: 100% of people maintained continuous employment with the same employer.
INDICATOR: Employers are satisfied with the job performance of the people served.
PROGRESS: 100% of employer surveys indicated overall satisfaction with the job performance of the people served.
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Income
0.06%
8.22%

7.31%
General Support
Fees/Client Services
Waiver Funding

84.41%

Investments

Expenses
Personnel - Full Time

1.75%
0.63%

4.46%

1.32%

0.99%

Personnel - Part Time

1.66%

Personnel - Overtime

7.57%

1.75%

Employer Benefits

2.24%

41.32%

Utilities

17.85%

Communications / PR
14.64%

3.83%

Building / Equip Repair

Travel/Training/Dues/Licences
Consumables Supplies
Equipment/Furnishings
Rent/Lease/Insurance
Capital Expenditures/Misc.
Professional Contract Services
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GRANTS AND FUNDING
United Way of Albany County General Fund..............$32,085
Operating Fund AND Covid 2020 fund
Bank of the West...........................................................$10,000
Community Supports Grant			
Guthrie Family Foundation...........................................$15,000
Visual Arts Program				
Wyoming Arts Council Community Grant...................$7,432
Performing Arts Program
City of Laramie..............................................................$6,711
Performing Arts Program			
Rocky Mountain Power Foundation.............................$8,000
Electronic Locks - $5,000					
Covid Fund - $3,000
Union Pacific Foundation.............................................$2,500
Covid fund					
Walmart Foundation.....................................................$1,250
Language Arts and Literacy			
Tata Chemicals..............................................................$5,000
Language Arts and Literacy			
First Interstate Bank......................................................$2,000
Language Arts and Literacy			
Wyoming Breast Cancer Initiative.................................$4,148
Ark’s Breast Clinic
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ANNUAL FUNDRAISER
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Ark’s 7th Annual Fundraiser was a dive into the unknown! Originally planned as a casino night, the
fundraising team had to make a hard pivot to an online event as the country went into lockdown. Instead of having a one-night event,
the decision was made to hold a week long online auction, from April 18th to the 26th. While there were no casino games, Ark was
able to auction and raffle off many spectacular items donated by the community. Through the auction, raffle, and sponsorships, Ark
raised over $40,000 to help fund our programs. It was truly an amazing show of support from Laramie and beyond, especially during
such a difficult time!

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!
HIGH ROLLER SPONSORS

QUEEN SPONSORS

JACK SPONSORS

Bank of the West
Hits 106
Toyota of Laramie

Anton Collins Mitchell LLP
Norm & Dottie Bock
Anonymous
First Interstate Bank
Fremont Electric
Ivinson Memorial Hospital
Wayne & Sandra Hubert
Jeff & Arlee Lund
Michael & Ruth Massie
Montgomery Stryker Funeral
Home
Premier Bone and Joint Centers

ACPE Federal Credit Union
Gary & Ami Egge
Gary’s Plumbing and Heating,
Inc.
Dave & Debbie Heath
Pete & Evie Hagist
Patrick & Kristen Kikut
John R. McPherson, DDS
Laramie River Dental
Laramie Lawnery, Inc
Keith & Joyce Miller
Sue Morgan
Donna Sheen
Walgreens
Wyoming Institute for Disabilities

Anne C Mears

KING SPONSORS
Legacy Financial Partners Ameriprise Private Wealth
Advisory Practice
Aspen Family Chiropractic
Carpet One Commercial
Flooring of Laramie
Blue Federal Credit Union
HUB International
Jimmy & Jeanne Gray
Pole Mountain Pharmacy
Quality IV Care
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Walt Smith with Tomahawk

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Our board of directors continues to dedicate their time, talent, and commitment to Ark Regional Services. They
are an instrumental source of insight and vision as we embark on these exciting and challenging times. We are
fortunate that Norm Bock, Pam Dovey, Sam Dunnuck, Donna Sheen, Joe Shumway, and Emory Spiegelberg gave
their time to guide and govern our organization during this fiscal year.

ARK MEMORIAL FOUNDATION
The Ark Memorial Foundation was established to help ensure the financial stability of Ark Regional Services. The Foundation offers
a variety of giving options so donors can support individual programs or the organization as a whole. Some of the options include:
•

The Cooper Center for Creative Arts

•

Memorials for loved ones

•

Ark Equestrian Center

•

Direct Support Professionals training & development

•

General operating support for Ark

Information on all of these giving options is available on our website. All donations are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.

CONTACT US
Ark Regional Services
1150 North 3rd Street
Laramie, WY 82072
Phone: 307-742-6641
TDD: 1-800-545-183 ext. 308
Toll Free: 1-855-282-7753
Fax: 307-742-9203
www.arkregionalservices.org
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Ark Regional Services
1150 N. 3rd Street, Laramie, WY 82072

